To the Editor -Over the past ten years there has been a growing number of publications attempting to understand the 'gap' between the provision of outputs from academic studies in the fields of applied ecology and conservation science, and their subsequent use by conservation practitioners 1 . William Sutherland has led a team providing global leadership on this difficult issue and in a recent article 2 , together with Claire Wordley, asserted that the science-practitioner gap persists partly because "a culture of evidence complacency remains in many areas of policy and practice". However, we suggest that the charge of evidence complacency should also be levied at academics in this field. Our 'complacency' has perhaps been to assume that our research is of widespread use to practitioners, that is, covers topics that have the ability to inform the efforts of those who are responsible for the day-to-day delivery of conservation actions.
Although we agree with Sutherland and Wordley that "swathes of carefully controlled, peer-reviewed evidence is being generated", its value to practitioners thus far has largely been assumed rather than truly evaluated. And research suggests a problem with the perceived relevance of academic research in many parts of the practitioner sector 1 . This is exacerbated for practitioners by research topics being skewed by pervasive academic cultures, for example, restrictions on applied research funding and the drive for publication impact ratings 3 . So while we agree with the issues identified by Sutherland and Wordley, there is one vital ingredient missing from their suggested solutions. This is the generation of research questions by practitioners (that is, a bottom-up approach) whose outputs would inform decision making processes associated with specific conservation actions.
It should be emphasized that what we are suggesting is different from previous attempts to use large-group processes to identify practice-relevant questions on policy development 4 , global conservation issues 5 or fundamental ecology 6 . Although they included practitioners, these initiatives have been largely academic-led (top-down). We suggest that removing evidence complacency from both academics and practitioners will require the utility of current scientific outputs to be evaluated. To achieve this, a strategic practitioner-led research agenda will need to be generated.
We recently established an initiative to develop such an agenda with practitioners from over 40 organizations. The project ('What's the point of conservation science') is using a 'competency framework' approach to link the standard range of practitioner tasks (that is, their conservation delivery activities) directly to the very specific evidence required to complete these tasks effectively. To some degree, this approach side-steps the problem of individual opinion and bias often encountered when using group-based (Delphi) techniques 7 . Once developed, this 'research agenda' can then be used as the basis for evaluating the utility of available scientific outputs. This could be in the form of a 'matching exercise' to identify key gaps and priorities, conducted as a partnership between academics and practitioners. Evidence complacency is a feature of many aspects of human endeavour, but with growing pressures on natural systems there has never been a more important time for academics and practitioners to help each other achieve their mutual goals.
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